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February 2, 2010 What to Read on 
Foreign Aid John Gershman/ Faculty Foreign Affairs

"Over the course of the twentieth century, the richer, 
more industrialized nations of the world shifted from 
seeing the poorer nations as targets of conquest or 
exploitation to seeing them as problems in need of 
solutions."

February 2, 2010
Once-Robust Charity 

Sector Hit With 
Mergers, Closings

Paul Light / Faculty Organizational 
Performance

"There were too many poorly performing nonprofits. 
There were very many niche nonprofits devoted to 
small slices of a problem and they needed to be 
merged."

February 3, 2010
Federal Eye: Time 
for another 'War on 

Waste'?
Paul Light  / Faculty Federal 

Government 

"That’s not chicken feed. This has been around for 
awhile, it’s one of the hidden problems in the sluggish 
appointment process. You’ve just got too many people 
to push through the process."

February 4, 2010

Markowitz Sworn In 
For Third Term; 
Touts Borough's 

Progress

Capstone Program Urban Planning

The Borough President announced a new pet project 
during his 'State of the Borough' address at the Park 
Slope Armory, revealing that a team of urban planning 
grad students from NYU Wagner is spearheading a 
redesign project.

February 7, 2010
Retired Officers 

Raise Questions on 
Crime Data

Dennis C. Smith / Faculty Police Management

“We conclude, as did the state comptroller five years 
ago, that the city and department officials, and the 
public can be reasonably assured that the N.Y.P.D. data
are accurate, complete and reliable.”

February 7, 2010 NYPD stats were 
captain cooked Dennis C. Smith / Faculty Police Management

"We can feel confident that the crime stats they are 
using are real. It's not somebody's imagination or 
fabrication that crime is down."

February 9, 2010

Toyota Faces U.S. 
Recall Inquiries as 

Washington 
Lobbying Force

Rogan Kersh / Associate Dean/ 
Faculty Congress

“Toyota learned the lobbying game swiftly and ahead 
of most other non-U.S. carmakers. ... The real test 
comes now, when the company is facing a real safety 
crisis and lots of questions, rather than smiling faces, 
on Capitol Hill.”

February 10, 2010

Marty says that 
Fourth Avenue could

be awesome 
someday

Frank Fish / Adjunct Faculty Urban Planning

The graduate students will present their final proposal 
in April. Their professor, Frank Fish, said that the final 
presentation “could form the basis for a more detailed 
proposal that city agencies or an architectural firm 
might do.

February 10, 2010
Snow Is No Longer a 

Joking Matter in 
Washington

Paul Light /Faculty Federal 
Government 

The paralysis is "another example of how poorly the 
federal government responds in times of stress."

February 13, 2010
Row over U.S. jobs 

bill shows 
Democratic divisions

Paul Light / Faculty Federal 
Government 

"This hurts Obama. People think he's a good guy, a 
smart guy. But there are a lot of questions about 
whether he can lead toward his promise of 'change in 
Washington.'"

February 16, 2010

Reality Check: One 
Year after Stimulus, 
Blacks and Latinos 
Still Struggling (op-

ed)

C. Nicole Mason / Director Racial Disparity

"On the one-year anniversary of the stimulus bill, the 
administration will do much to convince us that it is 
indeed working. However, it's going to take more than 
colorful pie charts and grandiose projections to ease 
the anxiety and the angst gripping communities. For 
Blacks and Latinos, relief and employment remain 
elusive."

February 16, 2010
Are Traditional 

Nonprofits 
Becoming Obsolete?

Paul Light  / Faculty Organizational 
Performance

"There have been very many niche nonprofits devoted 
to small slices of a problem and they have needed to be
merged."

February 23, 2010 Conducting ‘Top 
Secret Talks’ NYU Wagner Public Access

Individual programs are presented by organizations 
such as the Columbia Journalism Review, Human 
Rights Watch, New York University’s Wagner School of 
Public Service, the Asia Society, New York University 
and the Center for Public Integrity.
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February 23, 2010
Orthodox Scandals 
Could Harm Power 
Base, Experts Warn

Mitchell Moss State Politics

The perception of corruption in the Orthodox 
establishment could make politicians “more alert as to 
whom they are dealing with. The problem is that what 
we are seeing may not be new, but it means they are 
being caught. We are discovering that spiritual values 
can mask criminal behavior."

February 28, 2010
Next Problem: 

Governing New York 
(op-ed)

Mitchell Moss State Politics

"Governors do make a difference in New York. This is a
predominantly rural state with 62 counties ranging in 
size from Hamilton, with a population of 5,000, to 
Kings, which has almost 2.5 million residents. And it is 
not an easy state to govern."


